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RAFE 6A  

Rutan	Aircraft	Flying	Experience	Aircraft	Owner	
Sponsor	Program	(RAFE-AOS)		
	

The	RAFE-AOS	is	a	method	to	allow	owners	of	Rutan	Design	aircraft	or	similar	
types	to	represent	the	organization	utilizing	their	own	aircraft.	The	program	
authorizes	Aircraft	Owner	Sponsors	to:		

1. Display	the	Rutan	Aircraft	Flying	Experience	winglet	logo	on	their	personally	
owned	aircraft.		

2. Represent	themselves	as	Rutan	Aircraft	Flying	Experience	members	with	
business	cards,	RAFE	authorized	clothing,	and	other	approved	marketing	
items.		

3. Make	approved	presentations,	lectures,	discussions	and	other	promotions	
that	enhance	the	Rutan	Aircraft	Flying	Experience	organization.	

4. Take	advantage	of	tax	benefits	they	maybe	be	eligible	for	as	advised	by	the	
own	tax	advisors.	RAFE	does	not	give	tax	advice	but	highly	encourages	
members	to	document	their	participation	with	the	RAFE	and	explore	what	
possibilities	may	exist	for	the	Sponsors	participation	with	the	RAFE	501c3	
status.		

RAFE-AOS	requires	completing:		

A. RAFE-AOS	Application		
B. RAFE	601	Pilot	Applications.	*	
C. Annually	submit	RAFE	HH	Form	#1.		*	
D. RAFE	HH	Form	3,	for	each	flight	representing	RAFE.	*	
E. Annually	submit	a	Program	Letter	describing	the	events	planned	to	be	

participated	in	for	the	Sponsorship	year.		
F. Make	an	annual	donation	to	the	RAFE.		
G. Sign	the	AOS	letter	on	page	3	of	this	manual.		

*Found	in	RAFE	60-1	Ops	Manual		 	 	 	 	 	 	 1/3	
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Rutan	Aircraft	Flying	Experience	Aircraft	Owner	Sponsorship	Application	

Name:	____________________________________________________	

Address:	__________________________________________________	

__________________________________________________________	

Aircraft	owned	that	owner	will	participate	with:	__________________	

Years	owned:____________	

Location:	_______________	

Shirt	Size:	__________	

Annual	Sponsorship	donation:	$250.00		

Paypal	accepted	to	WallerCoAvMuseum@hotmail.com	or	Checks	can	be	mailed	
to:		

RAFE	
Zadow-Air	Airport	
33222	Rochen	Rd	
Waller,	Texas	77484		
	
Upon	approval	as	an	RAFE-AOS	the	Sponsor	will	receive	winglet	logo	decals	for	
their	aircraft,	first	year	business	cards	and	be	approved	for	RAFE-AOS	logo	
clothing.		

_____________________________________	 	 ____________	

Aircraft	Owner	Sponsor	 	 	 	 	 	 Date	

Approved:		

_____________________________________	 	 ____________	

RAFE	Officer		 	 	 	 	 	 	 Date	 																			2/3	
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TO: Prospective Aircraft Owner Sponsors                                   DATE: October 8, 
2018 

SUBJECT: WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN AIRCRAFT OWNER SPONSOR 

You’ve requested to represent the Rutan Aircraft Flying Experience as an Aircraft 
Owner Sponsor. The requirements for becoming an RAFE-AOS are listed in the 
RAFE-6A Manual. It is your personal responsibility to read and understand these 
requirements before you become a qualified RAFE-AOS. It is also your 
responsibility to read and understand the RAFE 60-1 Operations Manual to 
understand how you, operating in your own aircraft will interact with aircraft 
owned and operated by RAFE and other RAFE Sponsor Plots.  

You must remember that as an RAFE-AOS, you have a unique opportunity to be a 
good-will ambassador for our organization and you are expected to represent the 
RAFE in a professional manner at all times. 

If you choose to no longer be an active RAFE-AOS, you can revert to inactive 
status. When so doing, or if your aircraft no longer is yours, you must remove the 
RAFE Logos from your aircraft and are no longer authorized to represent the 
RAFE in lectures, presentations or other events.  

We welcome you into the ranks of RAFE pilots and Flying Sponsors. The 
organization and the airplanes need your time, talent, dedication, and continuing 
support. You are joining a group of dedicated volunteers who are also dedicated 
pilots.  

I certify the following in my RAFE-AOS Sponsor application process. I do so by 
initialing each item. If I am unable to initial one or more items, I will provide 
explanation(s) in the space below, or in a separate letter. 

____ I have read this letter and agree to abide by its provisions. 
____ I am not a convicted felon. 
____ I am not, nor have I been, involved in an FAA revocation or suspension 
action, and I authorize a FAA background check to that effect. 
 
_______________________________ ________________________________ 
Name (Printed) Name (Signed)      Date 
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